Collaborative Positioning (CP) is a better localization technique used to locate a user in challenged environments, which is driven by the increasing presence of cellular phones and mobile devices in urban areas. The basic idea is that the mobile devices can cooperate with each other to improve their ability to determine their position. In this concept, a network of GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) receivers can collectively receive available satellite signals, and each receiver can receive signal measurements from other receivers via a communication link. This work shows how to use the Collective Detection (CD) approach to deal with the concept of collaborative or cooperative positioning. Specifically, this paper develops a new strategy allowing a receiver in deep urban environment to locate using the CD approach, while overcoming the implementation complexity problem. The idea consists in applying the CD approach in the case of multiple GNSS receivers to assist a receiver in a difficult situation. A typical case of two connected receivers assisting a receiver in difficulty in a deep urban area shows the effectiveness of this strategy. This strategy is tested with real GNSS signals to analyze its feasibility. The overall gain in complexity can reach up to 46% of what has been achieved in previous works.
Positioning thanks to the integration of GNSS chips in cellular phones and mobile devices, which are used for potential applications. The increase in the number of satellite signals and the diversity of GNSS satellites is a great advantage, because it can improve the overall performance of the signal processing in a multi-constellation/ multi-frequency hybrid architecture.
For indoor environments' applications, many technologies have been proposed for localization purposes because the GNSS signals cannot be received with a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio [1] . Moreover, most techniques require a dedicated physical infrastructure.
Collective Detection (CD) is a powerful method for acquiring highly attenuated GNSS signals in challenging environments because it can process all satellites in view collectively taking advantage of the spatial correlation between satellite signals as a vector acquisition scheme. One advantage of CD as a vector acquisition method is its ability to use stronger signals to facilitate the acquisition of the weaker ones [2] [3] [4] .
The projection of the code phase into position/clock bias domain is done differentially with respect to the pseudorange measurements provided by a reference station with known location. The main idea of the use of CD is that the acquisition of satellite signals in harsh environments could be used for positioning directly without standard tracking loops. In addition, it is known that the GNSS receiver antenna receives at least one or more strong signals and these strong signals are used to detect the weak GNSS signals in view as a sort of multi-satellites collaborative processing.
The main objective of this paper is to propose a mechanism to provide mutual cooperation between surrounding GNSS receivers. The increasing number of mobile devices makes it easier to apply this idea since devices that are able to receive good satellites can assist others in difficulty [5] . Indeed, the application of the CD in the concept of cooperative positioning is proposed. In fact, the CD approach has the capacity to process weak GNSS signals but it is computationally intensive because of the important number of candidate points, which makes its practical implementation very difficult [6] [7] [8] . The proposed strategy consists in applying the CD approach in the case of multiple reference receivers to assist a receiver in a difficult situation.
It can be noted that there are two great advantages of the proposal in this paper. First of all, it makes it possible to considerably reduce the search area, i.e. to decrease the number of candidate points. Secondly, knowing that the CD approach is more beneficial in presence of several satellites, and it allows increasing the probability of having good satellites in order to properly estimate the user' position through the reference receivers that assist it. In all existing CD methods, to our knowledge, no study has been conducted with the use of two or more receivers to assist a user in poor reception condition. Also, the reference station (RS) receivers, also called base station (BS), which assist the receiver in difficulty (called mobile receiver or mobile station-MS) can be mobile or fixed. In this paper, the case of multiple connected (n) GNSS receivers and two cases for the Positioning operating mode of the two reference stations are considered. The principle is to have a better estimation of the user position while reducing the complexity of the CD process that depends on the search area in position/clock-bias domain. When there are less than four satellites that can be detected individually, CD has still the ability to provide a coarse positioning solution with attenuated signals in degraded environments. CD can be seen both as a high-sensitivity and a direct positioning method because it provides a coarse estimation of the user position using direct navigation solution. The general difference between conventional acquisition and CD technique is shown in Figure 1 .
The focus in this proposal was strongly motivated by the idea of some devices equipped with GNSS chips connected to help each other as shown in Figure 2 , in which MS is the user Mobile Station, RS1 and RS2 are the Reference Stations to assist MS. This is the simplest case to introduce the principle of using multiple receivers to help a user in bad visibility conditions.
The approach proposed in this paper is different from the collaborative positioning or collaborative navigation standard methods developed in the literatures where the acquisition process is performed in the code/Doppler domain [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , whereas in this work the collective acquisition is carried out in position/clock-bias domain.
The next sections of the paper are structured as follows. First, the CD principle is presented in Section II in which a single reference station is used to assist the user MS. Then, Section III develops the proposed Collective Positioning (CP) approach and shows how CD can be used as a CP technique in which the two cases study are shown. Performance analysis of the proposed algorithm with simulated and real GNSS signals will be discussed in Section IV. Finally, the paper concludes with a discussion of the overall contribution of this work and the remaining issues for future perspectives. 
Principles and Background on Collective Detection
In standard acquisition, the input signal is correlated with a local replica and the correlation power corresponding to the k-th satellite is expressed as [4] :
where ( )ˆk τ v is the signal local replica, ˆk τ is the hypothesised code delay of satellite k, k a is the signal amplitude,  n is the noise component, and s represents the complex baseband signal such as: The estimation of parameters in CD approach is performed by non-coherently 
where ψ is the satellite position vector.
The acquisition search grid is set in a space defined by 3D position coordi-
which are the algebraic distances between the mobile receiver and the reference station in North, East and Down directions and the relative clock bias of the receiver to the reference station ( B ∆ ). In CD, the code phase in the correlator output (individual detection metric) is the projection of a given point in the position/clock bias domain for all satellites in view. The projection of the signal code delay to the position/clock bias domain of the MS is done differentially w.r.t. the pseudorange measurements , RS k ρ seen by the RS for the k-th satellite. Then, the pseudorange seen by the MS for the satellite k can be expressed as [7] :
where k ρ ∆ is the difference in pseudorange from the MS w.r.t the one measured by the RS for satellite k. ( )
where k az and k el represent respectively the azimuth and the elevation of the satellite k as seen by the RS (usually the same as for the MS). The term c B ⋅ ∆ represents the pseudorange variation due to the clock bias of the MS.
Then, the pseudorange can be converted to an equivalent estimated code phase ˆk τ , at a hypothetical location , ,
and a clock bias n B ∆ , as [7] : 
Then, the individual detection metric corresponding to the satellite k for these 4D coordinates can thus be calculated by [7] :
where ( ) k S τ is the correlation output at the code phase ˆk τ for the satellite k. 
Once the CD metric is computed for all candidate points, many approaches can be used to decide which set of values corresponds to the best estimation of the true MS position coordinates and clock bias. If the CD metric exceeds a pre-defined threshold, the GNSS signal could be detected. Thus, the code phase and Doppler frequency corresponding to the detected signal could be obtained.
Collaborative Positioning Approach

Concept of Collaborative Positioning
There are different ways of addressing the Collaborative Positioning problem.
For example, in [9] the collaboration between receivers is performed in both signal processing and measurement level, and each receiver processes the incoming satellite signal (1 ms signal) with a correlation engine before sending its data to others. The concept of a multi-platform signal and trajectory estimation receiver (MUSTER) is introduced in [9] where relative navigation states between individual receiver nodes contain large uncertainties (100 m position uncertainty). In [10] , CP techniques are analyzed for robust GPS positioning in vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANET) based on the range communications infrastructure.
In fact, an algorithm that supports CP across a VANET is developed in [10] : a
Cramer Rao Lower Bound analysis is carried out to demonstrate the performance of the CP architecture where standalone GPS positions and inter-node distances are combined in a loosely coupled integration architecture. A new paradigm around how some devices (smartphones, cameras, gaming devices, etc.)
can cooperate with each other to improve their ability to compute position and navigate is developed in [11] . In fact, the cooperation is performed at the position-engine level and on the case when measurements are not synchronized in time. The basic idea in [11] is to demonstrate two scenarios: a receiver with "strong" measurement data (good condition) can assist a receiver with "weak" measurement data (in difficulty) to compute its location and two receivers with "weak" measurement data (poor condition) can cooperate to improve their positioning accuracy and reliability. They have demonstrated that receivers can cooperate to compute their GNSS positions in some challenging environments where non-cooperative GNSS receivers fail. Other sensors with extended Kalman filter are used in [12] to assure continuous, accurate and reliable PNT even in GNSS-challenged environments, and enable robust cooperative navigation including seamless transition between different types of navigation platforms that navigate together. Some statistical network-based collaborative navigation algorithms are proposed and compared to Kalman filter in [13] .
In the next section, the new CP approach we propose in this paper will be developed. This approach is different from all that we have mentioned above in 
Principle of Collaborative Positioning Using CD Approach
The code delay estimation for all satellites requires several information from the reference station, such as the RS position for setting the initial MS spatial uncertainty, the pseudorange measurements for all visible satellites as seen from the RS, and ephemeris to extract the necessary parameters to compute the expected satellite azimuth and elevation angles. The reference frequency from the RS is also required to calibrate the MS oscillator and compensate the oscillator Doppler offset component. The benefit of the CD application is shown in Equations (7) and (8). In fact, weak satellite signals may not be detectable in conventional receivers with only individual correlator output value given by (7). However, the accumulation of all individual detection metrics for each visible satellite can increase the sensitivity of the receiver using (8) in which the summation operator represents the term "Collective" in Collective Detection.
Taking into account the ability of the CD approach to process very weak GNSS signals, the following points were the three main reasons that led us to apply the CD principle in the concept of collaborative/cooperative positioning.
1) Position of satellites: study of the best methods for calculating the approximate positions of satellites without decoding the navigation message using the available ephemeris from a previous epoch or received via the internet.
2) Multi-user collaboration: several users share the information (signal, measurements, ephemeris, etc.) to calculate the PVT (Position Velocity Time) of each one that could not be calculated without cooperation [14] [15].
3) Selection of satellites: select the best satellites to be detected in order to eliminate those which will contribute little to the sensitivity of the receiver and to reduce the search space in the position-clock bias domain. This process is performed after the correlation but before the calculation of the collective metric in (E, N, clock bias).
Knowing that the use of a mobile reference station in the CD approach is indeed possible, as demonstrated in [5] [16], this paper will consider fixed and mobile receivers.
In this paper, CD approach (presented in Section II) with a mobile RS is applied as a CP method. Indeed, two or more receivers can be used as a reference station to help the MS to estimate its position while applying the CD approach (DP without passing through the tracking stage), where the concept of CP.
CD Approach with a Single Mobile Reference Station
The CD process used to determine the MS position is as follows. the horizontal position search space, and a new representation in polar coordinates (Rho-Theta) was proposed in [7] in order to decrease considerably the total number of points to evaluate. The CD process using the circular search space is described as follows.
In our case, the local horizontal search is a polar Rho-theta referential instead of North-East referential. In this way, N ∆ and E ∆ are expressed in terms of R and θ [7] :
Then, using (5) yields to [7] :
In order to simplify operations, we neglect the vertical component for the time-being, then [7] :
Thus, the estimated code delay for satellite k for a hypothetical location
In order to reduce the number of candidate points in the search area, let's consider β as the maximum code phase error in chips that can be acceptable in CD process and 
Then, for each candidate point in the search grid, the candidate code delay for each satellite is calculated as [7] :
Finally, if the estimated code delay can be within β ± chips of the true code delay, then the correlation output is expressed as:
where ˆk d f represents the estimated Doppler frequency that needs to be considered in a more realistic case. In the case where the reference is fixed, the Doppler is assumed to be correctly estimated and search in Doppler is not required during the CD process. This is why in Equations (7) and (8) 
CD Approach with Multiple Reference Stations
In the case where there are several reference receivers (n references), the MS can use them to help estimating its position using their respective measurements as a CP concept. The implementation of the CD approach requires some information provided by both reference stations, such as their pseudorange measurements for all visible satellites, positions, and ephemeris. A summary of the inputs and outputs of this process is shown in Figure 4 .
Reference frequencies may be necessary in some cases to calibrate the MS oscillator and compensate the oscillator offset component. Coarse time can also be nization within a few milliseconds: ±0.5 ms to ±2 ms) [7] . In this paper, we only use the pseudoranges, positions, and ephemeris to run the CD algorithm.
Execution of the CD algorithm in a CP concept can be done in several ways.
In this article, we propose a simple combination approach described as follows.
The range-offset at a position separated by ( )
RS2, …, RSn) can be expressed in terms of the position and the clock bias as: 
RS k
So, the correlation output is function of the code delay estimated by using both RS, and is expressed as:
The CD metric is then calculated in the intersection area of all the search grid corresponding to each reference station, i.e. 1 2 n S S S     , and defined as:
In order to improve the results, we can consider a second case in which a weight is assigned to each code delay according to the better estimated code delay of each RS from the MS, 1 2 , , , n w w w  corresponding respectively to RS1, RS2, …, RSn. In this case, the code delay used for the individual detection is calculated as a function of the n calculated delays corresponding to each RS. We assign a higher cost for RS that has more accurate code delays, i.e. which has the slightest error between the true value and the estimated value. So,
where the values of n w vary according to the estimated phase code for each RS, such that 
Note that the MS computes the code delay estimate corresponding to each RS (expressed in Equation (17)) and combine them during the collective acquisition (expressed in Equations (18) and (19)). The choice of the assigned weight costs may depend on several criteria on the quality of the corresponding reference station (low cost or professional receivers, acceptable margin of error, receivers that know their position with very high precision, etc.).
In the case where the values of the code delay errors are almost the same for all reference stations, another simpler approach can be used by using constant weights while performing the arithmetic average of the code delay corresponding to all reference stations i.e.
( )
Application Case: Collective Detection Using Two Reference Stations
Taking into account the three points mentioned in the previous section, in order to study the effectiveness of the CD approach within the concept of CP, let us consider the case of two receivers (RS1 and RS2) assisting a receiver (MS) in difficulty. Depending on the position of RS1 and RS2 relative to the user, some cases can be considered. In all cases, MS is still in the intersection area of RS1 and RS2. In other words, the intersection of RS1 and RS2 is the new search grid area to determine the position of the MS.
In CD, by carrying out the projection to position domain, two representations of horizontal position search can be used: Cartesian coordinates (rectangular search area) [3] [4] or polar coordinates (circular search area) [7] . When polar coordinates are used, it has been shown that the total number of points evaluated decreases considerably [7] . This is why, in this work, we chose to adopt the technique developed in [7] in order to minimize the uncertainty area where At each iteration, the grid resolution is reduced (values of R and θ).
Case 2
In this case, RS1 is used to determine the initial uncertainty area and the RS2 is used only to reduce the search space, and a single RS is used to calculate the delay ˆk τ . In this case: • Both circles are used to calculate the uncertainty area in which the MS position is estimated; • A single circle is used in the following two iterations using the CD approach in [7] based on the polar coordinates by limiting only the variation values of R (radial) and θ (angle) according to the defined uncertainty area to reduce the number of calculations to be performed, in order to have a complexity gain.
• At each iteration, the grid resolution is reduced (values of R and θ).
The assistance of both RS1 and RS2 is only necessary during the first iteration. This is to take advantage of a high probability of better satellites existence, knowing the higher numbers of mobile receivers in urban areas, in order to reduce the search space of the MS position.
Consider the scenario of Figure 6 to show how the position of MS is calculated by considering the assistance of RS1 and RS2 which are located at the centers of the blue and orange circles respectively. Now, a mathematical model of the intersecting surface of the two horizontal search areas (striped part in green on Figure 6 ) should be defined. In Figure 7 
In the case where 1 2 R R = , i.e. the distance between RS1 and MS is equal to that between RS2 and MS, RS I becomes:
Then, after performing the 1 st iteration in the surface delimited RS I , the 2 nd and 3 rd iteration is carried out using (15) and (16) while reducing the uncertainty area and the resolution search grid in order to have a finer estimate.
Note that the use of two reference stations is interesting only if
which could be easily determined by the CD metric calculation.
Experimental Results and Analysis
To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed strategy for CD application corresponding to the two cases described above, tests with simulated and real signals have been performed. To test the performance of the CP/CD algorithm by applying the case 1, simulated satellite signals in MATLAB were used. For the case 2, real GNSS signals were used. For a better analysis of the proposed algorithms, performance analysis in terms of sensitivity, complexity and accuracy were carried out.
Case Study 1: CP Based on CD Using the 2 RS in the Entire CD Process
For the experimental analysis, the MS is located at ETS Montreal coordinates Table 1 . Table 2 :
CP/CD Sensitivity Analysis
• Scenario 1: CD with RS1;
• Scenario 2: CD with RS2;
• Scenario 3: CP/CD with RS1 and RS2.
Each scenario is tested with 1000 independent blocks of 1 ms and 10 ms GPS L1 C/A. Coherent integration during 10 ms is performed in order to increase the receiver sensitivity. Figure 7 (a) and Figure 7 (b) show respectively the CD sensitivity analysis corresponding to the three scenarios for 1 ms and 10 ms of coherent integration. These curves represent the probability of detection of the GNSS receiver using CD approach in function of C/N 0 after the third iteration.
From Figure 7 , it can be seen that the CP/CD algorithm using RS1 and RS2 measurements together is able to get out a good correlation peak in order to de- This has already been demonstrated in [8] . We also see that the receiver sensitivity using scenario 1 is more efficient than that of scenario 2. This is due to the fact that RS1 receives more satellites (5 weaks and 5 strongs) compared to
RS2 (3 weaks and 3 strongs).
To better analyze the performance of the CP/CD algorithm in terms of sensitivity, it is important to see the ratio between the maximum peak and the average of the remaining peaks for each detected satellite. This makes it possible to see the ability of the algorithm to get out the weak signals among the different peaks formed because of the noises as shown in Figure 8 .
The curves in Figure 8 show that the values of the ratio between the maximum peak and the median CAF of the CP/CD algorithm are higher than the ra- (5206 points less to scan) in terms of computing load.
CP/CD Complexity Analysis
It is important to note that the fact of using the measurements of both reference stations increases the number of computations in the correlation process since it is necessary to consider the code delays, calculated in the position domain, relative to the two references and corresponding to all visible satellites.
The reduction in complexity is mainly due to the reduction of the search area that is the intersection of the uncertainty area corresponding to the two references. Result values correspond to the position solution achieved 50% and 95% of the time using 1 ms of data. Table 3 presents the comparison of the HPE between the proposed CP/CD algorithm and the standard CD approach "CD with RS1".
CP/CD Accuracy Analysis
Results show that we obtain the same performance in term of accuracy for both algorithms. In conclusion, using two RSs or more has no impact in the positioning precision. Indeed, according to the GDOP formed by the available satellites, the GDOP could be almost the same for the receivers found around the MS, which makes the horizontal position error almost the same.
Case Study 2: CP Based on CD Using a Single RS after 1 st Iteration in CD Process
To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed strategy for CD application, a test scenario in downtown Montreal was carried out. For testing, we used two receivers to assist another receiver in poor condition in a deep urban environment.
A bit grabber USRP B210 was used as MS, and two uBlox LEA-6T were used as RS1 and RS2 (in a good sky visibility) to assist the MS. Raw GPS L1 C/A signal data was collected from the test setup where signals were attenuated by building structure. Positions of MS and both RSs are shown in Table 4 , and the satellites received by each reference station are summarized in Table 5 . Note that the real The values presented in Table 5 are the average for the entire observation period.
RS1 and RS2 are in good reception conditions and they are used to assist MS that is placed in an environment where the satellite signals are very weak (7 visible satellites vs 10 visible satellites). The search grid description is defined in Table 1 that summarizes the values we used for the range and step of each component for rough, medium and fine search level during 3 iterations.
First, CD process is performed for each of RS1 and RS2 as an assistant to MS.
In order to choose the best reference to be used to help the MS to roughly estimate its position, let us compare the statistical characteristics of results obtained in code phase estimation from both RS. For that, each CD algorithm is executed 100 times and a mask angle of 10˚ is applied. At each algorithm execution, 10 satellites are found. Table 6 shows the mean error and the standard deviation of the difference between the estimated code phase and the true code phase. This can be seen from Table 6 that RS1 provides better results compared to RS2. In this case, RS2 is used only to determine the search area reduced at the intersection of RS1 and RS2. Then, RS1 sends its position and ephemeris to the MS so that it can calculate its position. By performing the CD process, the results of the iterative method are illustrated in Figure 9 , in which the resolution and the uncertainty are reduced at each iteration.
To analyze the performances of the developed techniques, we will compare two algorithms in terms of sensitivity, complexity and accuracy. Knowing that RS1 is the best reference station, the two algorithms are: "CP/CD with RS1-RS2 in 1 st iteration and RS1 (i.e. best RS) in the last two iterations", called "CP/CD-RS1-RS2"; and "CD with RS1 (i.e. best RS) during three iterations", called "CD-RS1".
CP/CD Sensitivity Analysis
Comparing the probability of detection in function of C/N 0 level between the algorithms of "CP/CD-RS1-RS2" and "CD-RS1", both algorithms have the same sensitivity performance. The sensitivity is almost the same since we use the two RS measurements in the first iteration only, which corresponds to a large resolution of R and θ as well as the clock-bias. Using two or more references does not affect enough the sensitivity of the receiver considering the case 2 proposed in this paper, i.e. the reference stations are only used in the first iteration in order 
CP/CD Complexity Analysis
As we have seen in Section III.C., it is quite normal that the search area of the candidate points in the positional domain decreases considerably by using two or more reference stations. In the horizontal dimension, we observe at the first iteration a reduction of 2.03 times of the number of scanned points using the al- 
CP/CD Accuracy Analysis
If we compare "CP/CD-RS1-RS2" and "CD-RS1", there is no difference in accuracy performance since both algorithms use the same parameters for the resolution of R, θ and clock-bias as described in Table 1 .
With a smaller resolution at the 3 rd iteration, a smaller horizontal positioning error (HPE) is obtained compared to another work in literature such as [4] that is a good reference since it is part of the first detailed work on the CD approach.
So, the resulting HPE of MS is 13.97 m (50%) and 22.36 m (95%) with a GDOP of 1.5. Result values correspond to the position solution achieved 50% and 95%
of the time using 1 ms of data in 1000 acquisitions. Note that the fact of having a good precision with respect to [4] is not due to the technique of CP/CD itself but rather to the approach already proposed in [16] .
Conclusions
The new strategy of CD application as cooperative positioning meets the requirements of the compromise complexity-sensitivity in CD approach. This idea also makes it possible to benefit from the existence of several receivers in good conditions to help a receiver in deep urban area to estimate its position where it is in practical almost impossible. To achieve this, the RS only transmit its measurements; the MS calculates everything by itself while fusing the data of all existing reference stations.
In this paper, we have demonstrated that it is possible to use two or more reference stations simultaneously in estimating the position of a user in difficult situation based on the CD approach. In the proposed strategy, the results show that there is a significant gain to reduce the complexity when using more than one receiver compared to a single reference station because the uncertainty range is reduced. The reduction of the search area varies according to the position of the reference station with respect to the user. This also reduces the number of calculations while allowing having a good accuracy of the position estimation. The overall gain in complexity depends on the position of the reference stations relative to the user and especially the resolution of the radius and the angle for the search in the position domain. For the example in this paper, we were able to gain 46% of the number of candidate points to be scanned compared to other works using a single reference. Based on the circular search in the CD process, the number of scanned candidate points decreases considerably.
There are nevertheless some compromises in the different strategies (case 1 and case 2) proposed in this paper. For example, using the measurements of the two reference stations increases the sensitivity of the receiver (+1 dB-Hz to +4 dB-Hz corresponding to 1 ms and 10 ms of coherent integration, respectively), but this can quickly increase the computational load in cases where the resolutions are smaller for a large initial search area. Whereas with finer resolutions for the radius and angle for the research in the position we were able to have a good performance in accuracy up to 13.97 m (50%) and 22.36 m (95%).
For the research, we were limited to two RSs receivers for some reasons such 45 Positioning as lack of equipment and the implementation complexity of the recording signals that requires perfect synchronization of receivers. Future work to this research will focus on real-time testing with more than two receivers to verify the practical feasibility and performances over time of these applications.
